Corrigendum

Page 34: Table 1.2. What do EaP countries include in the national definition of subsidies?
The coloured cell for Armenia under “Tax revenue foregone” should be uncolored.

Page 71: Table 2.3. Price policies for different energy carriers in Armenia
Under “Price categories”: In “Differentiated pricing between consumption <1 000 m³/month (including households) and consumption ≥1 000 m³/month (mainly heavy industry)” – 1 000 m³ should be replaced by 10 000.
Under “Price levels” – In “AMD 1.324 mln at the yearly average exchange rate for 2015” - 1.324 should be replaced with 0.13

Page 100: Figure 3.1. Map of the existing and planned oil and gas pipelines from Baku
Replacing with a better visual quality of this map.

Page 117: Figure 3.11. Diesel prices in USD/litre in mid November 2014
When compared to Turkey, the price for Azerbaijan is missing and should be added in the Figure.

Page 138: In the paragraph “As shown in Figure 4.4, natural gas and oil account for the largest shares of the country’s energy mix, at 55.5% and 34.6%, respectively, and these shares remained relatively constant over the last decade (IEA, 2015b).” - 55.5% and 34.6% should be replaced with 63.9% and 27.2%, respectively.

Page 153: In paragraph “The funding for implementation of these energy-saving measures, based on Belarus’ social and economic development parameters of Belarus, is envisaged at BYR 110.64 mln (USD 5 625 mln)” - BYR 110.64 mln should be replaced with BYR 11 064 mln

Page 186: Table 5.6. Price-gap estimates of consumer subsidies in the gas sector of Georgia in 2015, million USD
In the cell under TPP and Subsidy via VAT exemption 1 000 m³: 26 (143 ‡ 18%) † should be replaced with *
Page 210:
Figure 6.1. TPES, mtoe, 1990-2014

- mtoe should be replaced with ktoe

Page 211:
Figure 6.3. Electricity generation and import, MkWh, 1997-2013

- MkWh should be replaced with MWh

Page 213:
Figure 6.7. Total final energy consumption, mtoe

- mtoe should be replaced with ktoe

Page 217:
In paragraph: “After the drop in world prices, the gas import price, set through bilateral negotiations, was reduced in 2015 from USD 377 per 1 000 m³ in 2014 to USD 256 per 1 000 m³ in 2015. The price for transport to the entry point of the distribution network was set at USD 17 per 1 000 m3 in 2015, and the price of gas sold to distribution networks at USD 54 per m³.” – the number 1 000 should be inserted between per and m³

Page 232:
Figure 6.13. Summary of estimated consumer energy subsidies in Moldova

- The title should look like this: Figure 6.13. Summary of estimated consumer energy subsidies in Moldova, USD million

Page 238:
Table 6.A1.5. Induced subsidy from not applying an appropriate tariff calculation for natural gas

- The title of the second column “Tax revenue foregone” should be replaced with the wording “Induced transfer”

Page 265:
Table 7.14b. Government support for electricity producers using renewable energy sources, USD million

- There is a missing number in the cell for 2015 under the first row “Feed-in tariff for electricity from renewable energy projects (wind, solar, biomass, etc.)”- the number that needs to be added is 279.6